
Timeline - Shelle McDermott, 10/2022

7 Yr. Trib starts (2020) Last 3.5 Years of Trib, ending in 2027 Reserved for the wicked during the Trib

Righteous DOZ Missionaries called home - Days of Destruction begin. Rev 16:17

2020 Prophet/Hosanna Shout  Joel 1:14-16 (Me: Jan-Mar, start of 2024) Gospel taken to the Jews. Once the NWO comes into power and the

2020 Election Inauguration Purple & Scarlet Rev 17 DOZ Call Out after 3 months of calamities. (APR 2024) MOB is introduced the trumpets and the

Manifestation of the "woman" on the beast. War in Israel (Armageddon starts for 1260 days.)  vials will start and continue during the 

The woman/whore is the city (D.C.) Rev 17:18 Invasion of America starts.  NWO small and full of 3.5 years the Saints are in the wilderness

Multiple factions make up the secret combinations. trouble. Mark of Beast is introduced.  Saints still cut off. up to the Second Coming and even after!

2019 The temple changes (robe) was symbolic of the "confirming VOG Utah EQ (fall), church headquarters moves to MO. The 7th seal is opened AT THE 2C and 

the covenant" (Dan. 9:27) Which precedes the start of the "week" Taylor Transition to the Church of the Firstborn. the vials are for the REMAINING wicked. 

and in the "midst of the week" (3.5 years) and overspreading of 144k ordained (High Priests/priestess call up for translation.) famine, comet, nuke, bad water, sores, etc

abomination (civil war) will cause the temple to be polluted New Jerusalem starts under their noses. Babylon will fall (Rev 18)

and closed until the consummation (the wicked consumed). The 10 Tribes start arriving. The Remnant of Jacob Those with the MOB destroyed.

This event should occur in the middle of 2023. repent from tearing through the land and helps to Only 1/3 is saved.  "my people" Zech 13:9

 - 3 kings subdued (killed) for the vile person to come to power. build New Jerusalem. Only a tithe survive Isaiah 6:13

Then, the vile person (Dan. 11:21 the vile person (8th king/NWO) Ezek Near the end of this 3.5 years, AOA will happen,

comes to power.  Also known as the "mouth" by John (Rev 13.5) Jer The Morning of the First Resurrection will happen at AOA

He's met with a flood of arms (civil war) Rev 14 The Savior will take the 144k and go to Israel to put 

He breaks the CW and the prince of the covenant (prophet) Dan 12 an end to Armageddon, then he will come to the world.

The Mouth is given 42 mo. in power Zech The wedding feast will occur after the 2C when ARM

Makes war with the Saints and drives them into the has been put to an end and the fowls are allowed to come

wilderness for 42 mo.  (Dan. 8:8, 21, footnote on war.) and eat the dead.

Brigham Young says millions will come to ID/UT/AZ during the CW The 2C will happen, the Afternoon of the 1st resurrection will take

because we are the only place in nation not at war. Most will place, all others will stay back until after the Millennium.

convert.  (Me: No CO yet, we are still safe and NWO is the last

3.5 years to drive the Saints into the wilderness = 2024) (Rev 12)

Eclipse is April 08, 2024, Passover is in April 2024. Symbol of Exodus

Dan 8:8, 21 (footnote back to Rev 12 wilderness experience)

Notes:  No where in the scriptures does it say there is a 7 year tribulation, EXCEPT Dan 9:24 talks about a Seventy Weeks dream where 1 week = 7 years. 

The "last week" aka 7 years is a time of trouble. 

I built previous timelines on the Jewis 3rd temple and the calculations from Daniel.  I have since been corrected and through footnotes and a spiritual experience to know 

this is not about a Jewish temple, but an LDS temple. This will condense the previous timeline from 2023.5 starting the last 7 years, to 2020 starting the last 7 years.  

We are no longer waiting for the 3rd Jewish temple to be announce or built. 

The Daniel 11:22 verse is talking about the prophet on the earth - that is an LDS prophet!  Verse 31 says "daily sacrifice" - J.S. said that is our temple worship.   

Dan 11:30 says the 8th king has intelligence with those who have forsaken the holy covenant.  That's the current apostates!  Jews don't have apostates because they do not have those who have 

denounced their membership after being endowed.  The 8th king has no control over the people of Israel, just the U.S. which is where the bulk of the Saints reside.  In Dan 11:35

Many will be tried and made white.  The footnote for try is the Zech 13:9 where he calls them "my people".  This is the LDS Saints.

Dan. 11:17-19, two kings (presidents) before the 8th king comes into power.  Die within days of each other.  That is a clue as to who #8 is and don't trust them!


